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Query optimization

� Dynamic Programming

� Optimal / best quality plans

� Exponential search space

� Randomized algorithms

� Reduced search space

� Sub optimal plans (Close to optimal if run for a long time)

� Greedy algorithms

� Minimum search space

� Sub Optimal plans



Complex queries

� Complex queries typically have large number of tables and clauses 

(predicates)

� Query Q5 in TPC-H



Dense queries: Inferred Predicates

� OLAP queries are dense, TPC-H benchmark is known to contain 

OLAP queries

� Multi-referenced columns can lead to inferred predicates in 

PostgreSQL 

� Even for star queries, density can increase due to inferred predicates



Dense queries: Inferred Predicates (cont’d)
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Dense queries: Inferred Predicates
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Optimality Vs Scalability

� Dynamic Programming (DP) runs out of memory

� search space enumeration of DP is infeasible as the number of 
tables and clauses in the query go higher

� ∀ i=0 to n−1,  |Plansi| ≥ nCi

� It is essential to strike a balance between scalability and optimality



Problem Statement

� Our scheme is aimed at generating the search space efficiently and to bring 

about

an optimal plan.

� Here is our problem statement

- “Optimization of complex queries to obtain high quality plans using 

Dynamic

Programming based algorithms”

� Our Approach:

- Generate a part of the search space and reuse it for the remaining fraction

- Detection of similar sub queries and plan construction by reuse



Dynamic Programming

� Dynamic Programming uses a lattice of “n” levels where “n” is the number 

of relations in the query (with cartesian product avoidance, |plans| can be 

lesser)
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Various plans for a join candidate

� Keep a record of all the sub plans

� Various join methods, many join orders , choose best based on cost 

estimation

� PostgreSQL holds all of them in memory
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Iterative Dynamic Programming (IDP)

� Iteratively run Dynamic Programming interleaved with greedy pruning
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Significance of “k”

� Value of “k” decides optimality

� Since the number of pure DP rounds are regulated by k

� For most cases (unless the query is exorbitant that DP cannot finish even 
one level in the lattice), there exists a suitable value of “k” for which IDP 
runs to completion

� The higher the “K”, better is the plan quality

� Each DP round gets longer, less number of DP rounds, less number of greedy 
interventions

� Ballooning – Looking ahead for best plans

� Greedily increase the subplans and compare the individually obtained complete 
plans on cost metric, delete all except the best and their subplans too

� Our scheme is aimed at increasing the value of “k”



IDP: Optimizing an example query



IDP: Optimizing an example query (cont’d)



IDP: Optimizing an example query (cont’d)



Approaches to reduce DP search space

� Rank based Pruning ([3])
� For handheld devices, highly memory constrained environments

� Sort all the join candidates by plan cost and keep the cheapest candidate

� Completely greedy, low quality plans are generated

� Avoiding cross products ([22])
� Csg – connected subgraph sets of a query graph identified using BFS

� Cmp –complementary subgraphs – Non overlapping subgraphs with a given subgraph

� Ccp - Csg-cmp pairs / Connected complementary pairs are identified

� Non overlapping relation pairs that contribute to subquery plan search space

� Left deep trees
� Memory constrained environments like in [3] use them instead of bushy trees

� In [36], Vance and Maier proposed inclusion of Cartesian products and bushy 
trees. [24] encourage bushy trees in Star burst optimizer but keep a bound 
(Parameterized search space enumeration)



Approaches to reduce DP search space (cont’d)

� Multi-query Optimization (reuse during processing)

� Identifying common sub-expressions both intra query and inter query

� Exactly same nodes in the expressions

� Result reuse during query processing as against plan reuse during optimization

� Top Down query optimization

� Top down way of generating join candidates as expressions

� Find an optimal sub expression of a given expression as you go down the lattice

� Split a query graph into two connected components finding minimum cut sets at every level ([5])

� Memo table to share plans among different queries for common (exactly same) sub expressions

� Logically equivalent sub expressions (various join orders of a candidate) are denied plan generation ([31])

� Randomized query optimization

� Moves in plan search space towards local minimum (Iterative Improvement)

� Uphill moves allowed with reducing probability to avoid local minimum (Simulated Annealing)

� 2 Phase Optimization – Runs Iterative improvement followed by Simulated Annealing

� Tabu search keeps track of recent plans in a list to avoid getting trapped in cyclic moves

� KBZ, AB algorithm- finds appropriate join sequence in linearized join trees from a spanning tree in join graph

� Genetic query optimization - Best plans are joined to generate join output

� Heuristic based optimization – Pushing selections down the join tree, early projections, late cross products, 
ordering relations in the order of increasing intermediate result sizes



Exploiting largest similar sub queries for query 

optimization

� [2] uses the notion of similar sub queries.

� Unlike common sub expressions, similarity allows for the expressions to contain 
different sets of tables.

� Based on relation size and selectivity (in essence similar result size) similarity is 
defined

� Largest similar subgraphs in a query graph are identified, plans are reused and 
executed

� Subgraphs replaced by result nodes

� Query optimization follows using a randomized algorithm like AB

� Basic drawback – Fixing join order prematurely (refer to the figure)



Exploiting largest similar sub queries for query 

optimization
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Foundation of our scheme

� Reuse of plans among similar sub queries in randomized scheme is not so 

beneficial (as we have seen, compromise in plan quality)

� What if re-use is applied to the join candidates in DP lattice?

� But only largest similar sub queries cannot yield any benefit

� So identify all sized similar sub queries in a given query

� Re-use plans among similar sub queries at all levels in the DP lattice

� Could be an alternative to Pruning



Basic working of our scheme
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Basic working of our scheme



Basic working of our scheme (cont’d)
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• [2]/ largest similar subgraph detection will reduce the two pentagons to two 

result nodes and continue AB/II on a query graph with two nodes connected 

by an edge.
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– One more 2-level join candidate with 5 in it



Basic working of our scheme (cont’d)

� Cover set constructed as per our scheme
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Sub query plan Re-use based approaches: SRDP 

& SRIDP

Our scheme involves two steps:

� Generation of the cover set of similar subgraphs from the query graph.

� Re-use of query plans for similar subqueries represented by the similar 

subgraphs.

� Subgraph Reuse based DP (SRDP) and Subgraph Reuse based IDP 

(SRIDP) arrive out of embedding our scheme in DP and IDP algorithms 

respectively.



Cover set of similar subgraphs

� Here “total” indicates the total number of similar subgraph sets at 
level ”lev” in the DP lattice. 

� Subgraphseti   indicates the i th similar subgraph set.

� The summation or total collection of all such subgraph sets at level 
”lev” is represented by Setslev. 

� The total collection of all such subgraph sets over all levels gives the 
cover set of subgraphs.



Generating Cover set of similar subgraphs

� Common subgraphs: Isomorphic subgraphs having identical structure and 
features

� Similar subgraphs: Isomorphic structure and “similar” features

� Similarity in this context means the value of features should lie within the 
specified threshold.

� Feature 1:  Relation size , Feature 2: Selectivity

� A pair of similar subgraphs {S, S’} is defined as a pair of subgraphs having the same 
graph structure and similar features, i.e, each vertex, v, in S should have a corresponding 
vertex, v’, in S’ such that differences between table sizes and selectivities of the 
containing edges lie within the corresponding error bounds.

� If similar subgraphs of all sizes are found in a given query graph it is termed 
“Cover set”



Generating Cover set of similar subgraphs 

Generation of cover set involves two stages:

1 a. Formation of seed list 

- grouping base relations (vertices) in the query graph based on the 
difference in their relation size and presence of indexes

1 b. Growth of seed list

-base relations are paired to form 2-sized subgraph sets.

2. Growth of “lev” sized similar subgraph sets to obtain “lev+1” sized 
sets.

Stage 2 is run iteratively till we can no longer find similar subgraph sets of 
an extended size.



Construction of Seed List

� Two relations fall into the same seed group if their relation sizes 
are within the relation size relaxation (threshold)

and if Ri and Rj are similar with respect to indexes. Either both of 
them should be indexed or both should have any indices built upon 
them. 



Construction of Seed List (cont’d)
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Growth of seed list
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Growth of seed list (cont’d)

� Limited Scanning

� First member alone of a subset box to scan the current level’s 
set



Growth of seed list (cont’d)

� Growing a seed means growing a base relation into a 2-sized subgraph.

� By default, we have nC2 pairs of size 2.

� But they may contain some cross products. We generate only connected 
subgraphs.

� For this, we refer to the adjacency list and pair the given seed “S” with each of 
its adjacent vertices in the query graph.

� Few similar subgraphs are obtained by pairing “S” with different vertices directly 
connected to it.  For example, (1,2) may be similar to (1,4) if 2 and 4 are within 
size threshold and selectivities of these edges are within similarity threshold.

� To get similar subgraphs, we scan the seed list and grow other members from 
the group of “S” to 2-sized subgraphs.

� Because a group mate of “S” is a similar node. Growth of a similar node can fetch 
similar subgraphs



Growth of seed list (cont’d)



Growth of sub graphs

Two edges are similar if the participating nodes are similar with 
respect to index presence and have their table sizes differing within 
relErrorBound and selectivity difference between the predicates is 
within selErrorBound i.e,

Growth of a sub graph is same as growth of a seed except that here, 
we have a collection of relations to grow.

So grow every vertex in the sub graph of size “lev” to obtain 
candidate subgraphs of “lev+1”



Growth of seeds versus growth of subgraphs
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Growth of seeds versus growth of subgraphs 

(cont’d)
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Plan generation using similar sub queries

� The similar subgraph sets also hold bitmaps for each set for faster 

comparison and a pointer to the set of plans for all the join candidates 

corresponding to the constituent subgraphs.

� To generate a plan for a join candidate “j”,

� Check if it  has a corresponding sub graph entry in the cover set.

� If yes, check if any of  the subgraph’s companions in the set already 

have their plans built.

-If yes, construct a plan for “j” by reuse.

-If no, build a fresh plan and make an entry of the pointer in the 

subgraph set

� If no, build a fresh plan for “j”



Plan generation using similar sub queries (cont’d)

PLAN2 IS 

CHEAPEST

Memory savings arrive from not building plans for various join orders of 

(5,6,..,k’) because PostgreSQL holds all of them in main memory



Intended Plan Reuse
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Intended Plan Reuse (cont’d)
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Plan Reuse done in PostgreSQL

� Plan reuse done as per our 

scheme
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Making Cover set generation memory efficient

� For dense graphs, with increased relaxation of selectivity and table size 

difference, the number of similar subgraph entries in each set increase heavily

� If we reduce the fraction of generated subgraph sets, we may lose the 

opportunity of plan reuse for those sub queries but we do not compromise plan 

quality.

� The price we pay is extra plan generation but it is worthwhile given the savings 

in time and memory.

� We introduce a size based pruning of similar subgraph sets. All subgraph sets 

with a population less than a threshold fraction of the highest populated set will 

be pruned.

� If Prune factor = 1/j ,  allowed strength = largest strength / j



Increase in subgraph set population with error 

bound relaxation
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Increase in subgraph set population with error 

bound relaxation
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Making Cover set generation memory efficient 

(cont’d)
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Improving memory efficiency of plan generation

� Cover set competes with sub query plans for main memory

� Avoid constructing the entire cover set at one go.

� Growth of sub graphs happens only on need, and the sub graph sets are 
deleted when

they are no longer required

� In the Dynamic programming lattice,  (SRDP / SRIDP)

� Construction of plans for lattice level “k”

� Grow level “k-1” sub graph sets to build level “k” sub graph sets

� Delete “k-1” sub graph sets (seed list if k=2)

� Build query plans referring to Setsk+1



Performance Study

� The experiments were run on a PC with Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.33GHz CPU and 
3GB RAM. All the algorithms were implemented in PostgreSQL 8.3.7

� 80 tables database

� 30 columns

� 1000 to 8,000,000 tuples

� Default Parameters

Density level k implies during query construction,

maximum allowed degree of a vertex = total number of vertices in the graph 

/ k



Dense queries: Inferred Predicates (cont’d)

� Query Q5 in TPC-H benchmark

� “s_nationkey” is multi-referenced



Varying number of relations in the query



Actual cost measurements for density level 2



Varying number of relations for density level 2



Measuring Total Running Time (opt+exec) for 

density level 2 



Optimization time and Plan Execution time vs # 

relations for density level 2



Actual cost measurements for density level 1



Varying number of relations for density level 1



Measuring Total Running Time for density level 1



Varying density level and similarity error bound



Varying similarity bounds for an 18 table query



Varying subgraph set prune factor



Conclusion

� We proposed a memory efficient similar subgraph reuse scheme to stretch 

DP based algorithms to crawl up the lattice

� However our scheme suited better for IDP

� Stretching the performance without compromising optimality

� No join candidates were pruned

� SRIDP generates better plans than IDP



Future Work

� Extending SRIDP to modern hardware by multi-threading

� This could ask for efficient distribution of join candidates across various threads

� Mainly locality improvement so that re-usable join candidates are grouped 

together

� Load balancing
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Pruning to reduce DP search space (cont’d)

� New hubs

1 2

3

6 98

7

……

…

• (1,2,5) (5 isn’t seen) may survive , (6,8,9) may survive

• Possibly , for a join candidate (6,7,9, 10) arriving at a later point, (6,7,9) with 

10 may be the ideal  combination but that wouldn’t be available anymore

• Pruning join candidates is an impediment to plan quality

• We aim at total avoidance of pruning join candidates

level 3



Pruning to reduce DP search space

� Identify hubs (nodes collectively or individually having a high degree) at 

each level in the query graph.

� Apply pruning on join candidates using a skyline on (cost, cardinality, 

selectivity)
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Time complexity of IDP

� IDP has polynomial time and space complexity 
of the order of O(n^k).

� In this analysis, k (the size of the building 
blocks) is considered to be constant, and n 
(the number of tables) are the variables which 
depend on the query to optimize.


